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Rearming the Indonesian State: 
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This paper highlights Indonesia's undertaking in revitalising national defence industry. 
The country has had experience maintaining strict control over national defence industry 
-albeit in varying degrees- throughout periods of early independence, post-1945 under 
Sukarno, Suharto’s New Order regime from mid-1960s, and lastly the Reformasi era 
commenced in 1998. The state-control legacy continues as the country began catching up 
advanced technology designated for defence industry. This paper offers particular focus on 
the establishment of Defence Industry Policy Committee or Komite Kebijakan Industri 
Pertahanan (KKIP) in 2010, its role and dynamics under the directive of Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono presidency until 2014. The committee represents a novel approach employed by 
the state to respond to the call for modern-sophisticated weapon systems, with an end in 
view that national defence industry can actively participate in both domestic and global 
armaments market. Designed as an inter-ministerial coordinating body with membership 
inclusive of private actors, KKIP aims for two interrelated objectives: 1) achieve the 
Indonesian military’s major plan of defence modernization called Minimum Essential Force 
by 2030; 2) reinvigorate national defence industry. Despite the grand and ambitious scope of 
the policy, this paper essentially points out some weaknesses of KKIP towards further 
thoughts and discussions. The policy is lacking precise indicator of achievement and 
feedback mechanism for those who fail to perform.
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INTRODUCTION
This article discusses the origin and dynamics of Indonesia’s Defence Industry Policy 
Committee or Komite Kebijakan Industri Pertahanan (hereinafter KKIP). This article 
presents detailed study of a working committee within Indonesian executive branch that 
holds important mandate in managing and coordinating the development of national 
defence industries in democratic period. The paper argues that the nation’s defence 
industry has always been strictly under the directive of the state. By explaining in-depth 
about KKIP from the institutional-building’s point of view, this paper tries to shed a light 
on contemporary governance of Indonesian defence industries. 
Previous studies have been tremendously helpful in providing descriptive analysis 
(Keliat, Prasetyono, and Widjajanto, 2007; Matthews, Maharani, and Fitriani, 2011; RSIS 
Indonesia Programme, 2012; Widjajanto, 2012; RSIS Indonesia Programme, 2013; Gunawan 
and Mahaztra, 2016). Through employing different approaches, these studies and reports 
have situated the Indonesian endeavour in defence industry area within the context of 
contemporary regional politics (great power rivalries), national military transformation 
and security sector reform. Quite expectedly they were reaching a rather similar optimistic 
assessment on the prospect of the industries; thanks to the political stability, economic 
growth, and rising international profile the country enjoyed throughout Yudhoyono years. 
Unfortunately, these previous studies missed to properly analyse the historical context, 
politico-military and institutional building dimension. This study would try to fill out the 
gap of institutional-building approach in discussion of defence industry revitalization in 
Indonesia. It is hoped that a more nuanced and balanced view would come from this 
inquiry. 
KKIP embodies modern approach employed by Indonesia to achieve two strategic 
objectives: 1) modernizing the Indonesian military capability by procuring new-
sophisticated weapons through national production, joint-production, and import; and 2) 
reviving in-house strategic-defence industry. To further discuss the matters, this paper is 
organized as follows. 
First section will explain the framework of state control in the area of defence industry. 
Discussion on framework then followed by narrative of Indonesian defence industry 
historical trajectory. After that, we are moving in to Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono presidency 
(two periods in office, from 2004 to 2014), as he brought new policy of the KKIP 
establishment. The fourth section will give vivid exploration of KKIP’s responsibility, scope, 
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and objective. In an attempt to provide sufficient analysis, this paper presents the political 
context that underlies Indonesia’s policy-making process and military indirect influence. 
Finally, last section is conclusion. 
Beforehand, two points need to be clarified about defence industry governance in 
general. First, it is worth to bear in mind that the Indonesian context of state-led defence 
industry is not unusual compared to other countries in Asia as well as other regions. 
Indeed, the subject has been discussed in many ways (Harrison, 2008; Till, Chew, and Ho, 
2009). Second, strategic industry is essentially a high-cost and technology-heavy business. 
For majority of post-colonial societies, state is the only possible actor that has resources to 
govern the industries. This explains why the locus of investigation is the Indonesian state 
and its apparatus, notably defence ministry and national armed forces.
1. CONTROL OF STATE
This paper highlights the Defence Industry Policy Committee or Komite Kebijakan 
Industri Pertahanan (KKIP), an inter-ministerial group and working committee under the 
auspices of president, as the latest institutional engineering of Indonesian state to govern 
complex processes of defence industry development. The committee was initiated to become 
frontrunner in pursuing modern weaponry system for armed forces and the revitalization 
of national defence industry. Of particular importance is the role of KKIP in rebuilding 
“national defence industry”, or as others may suggest, “strategic industry”. It is interesting 
to see how Indonesian officials use the two terms interchangeably. As explained by 
Sampurno-Kuffal (2011, p. 41), former commissioner of strategic industry, defence industry 
or strategic industry in Indonesian context is, “ … a group of selected state-owned 
enterprises that operate in technology business and being assigned by the government as 
the transformative front for technology mastery.” Despite its simplicity, the definition 
sufficiently explained the relation between defence and strategic industry realm in 
Indonesian context; all that is stated for defence purpose, it must also be strategic, 
important, and essential for the state’s national development plan.
As suggested earlier, Indonesia’s state-managed defence industry is hardly new. Control 
of state on the industry is common approach among developed as well as developing 
countries. Recent study suggested that state tends to adopt different strategies and 
approaches when facing market challenges and sensitive yet pivotal issue, such as defence 
products confidentiality (Heidenkamp, Louth, and Taylor, 2013). Relationship between the 
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state and industry in developed countries, for instances United States, United Kingdom, 
and Germany, could be case in point. To mitigate the unintended consequences of security 
breach and product failure, the state is taking multiple roles as customer, sponsor, and 
regulator of the industry altogether. 
However, even though control of state could be said as default mode of defence industry 
governance, the strategic context and political motivation behind the decision might vary. 
Developing countries possibly perceive emerging or imminent foreign military threat, 
national political turmoil and economic crisis as main factors to position the strategic 
industries under state control.１） Considering how pivotal the role of strategic industry in 
both peace and conflict situation, the state never ceases  to maintain  the industries within 
its reach. Developing countries are progressively realizing the strategic importance of 
having national defence industry in contemporary regional security landscape. Moreover, 
the states began to market their national products for regional customers. Despite the fact 
that massive resources and long-term political commitment are needed to sustain the pace 
of national defence industries, it is hard to neglect the fact that international market offers 
much huge opportunities and advantages. For instance, Indonesia believes export of 
national weapon system would not only bolster national pride but also  contribute  to 
economic growth (RPJMN 2010-2014; RPJPN 2005-2025). 
Institutional engineering, in the form of building-up new organization or refurnishing 
the old one is part of the package to beef up national industries. Competing with much 
experienced and bigger competitors in the field, new player from developing countries are 
often heavily supported by their home government, from capital, infrastructure 
development, research and development, to human resources management. That is one 
plausible strategy to cope with harsh reality of global arms market that is dominated by 
suppliers from developed countries (Stohl and Grillot, 2009, pp. 26-29). To break their 
domination, new players have to compete not only in terms of the price of the products and 
additional services offered, but also the technology advancement and reliability.
As such, it is interesting to further see the governance of defence industry in developing 
countries, as it embodies an art to mobilize both tangible and intangible national resources, 
bilateral-multilateral cooperation, and capability to establish a well-planned policy that 
requires public approval and legitimacy. Should the state forces the agenda unilaterally it 
risks people resistance. However, despite the risk, the developing states will always have 
the upper hand on defence industry due to the importance of the industry. The case of 
KKIP discussed in this paper will illustrate how as a developing, democratizing country, 
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and relatively latecomer of weapons producer in the world, Indonesia puts considerable 
effort to manage, regulate, monitor, and revive its national defence industry. 
2. DEFENSE INDUSTRY IN INDONESIA
Throughout Indonesian history from revolutionary era up to present era, the government 
has always maintained high degree of control over defence industry operation. First and 
foremost, defence industry is a matter of national importance; it is considered too 
important to be left to private entities. Such understanding is derived from long-standing 
perception within limited circle of political elites that the state is constantly under military 
threats. During Sukarno era (1945-1966), the threats were initially perceived originating 
from the Dutch –the former colonizer- and then from the so-called neo-imperialist 
countries, namely the United States and United Kingdom. The threats perceptions 
changed as Indonesia entered the New Order period under Suharto in mid-1960s. 
Communist force became the enemy both in domestic and international fronts. New Order 
violently eliminated the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia, PKI) 
members, sympathizer and those suspected as PKI supporters (Kammen and McGregor, 
2012; Roosa, 2006). New Order also broke diplomatic ties with communist countries, notably 
the People’s Republic of China (Sukma, 1999, pp. 44-56). 
However, even though control over defence industry is always in the hand of state, the 
country never has strong military capability based on national production. Thanks to 
Sukarno’s tremendous rhetoric and diplomatic skill, Indonesia had been lucky to acquire 
main weapons system from two major powers at that time –United States and Soviet 
Union. However, following the dynamics in national politics and Sukarno's inclination 
toward the political left, particularly throughout first half of 1960s, Indonesia became closer 
with the Eastern Bloc. Both Soviet Union and People’s Republic of China were supplying 
the armament needs of Indonesia (Bunnell, 1966, pp. 47-50; Zhou, 2014, p. 41). Hundreds of 
Indonesian students were also sent to study abroad in Eastern Bloc countries as well 
-many of whom took engineering, technology, and agriculture as their major. 
Indonesian polity drastically changed after the political turmoil occurred in September-
October 1965, and not so long after that General Suharto held power to “restore order and 
security” (Crouch, 1978, pp. 160-162). As Suharto consolidated his power and rose to 
presidential office replacing Sukarno, the state maintained control over the existing 
defence industry. Moreover, as one author eloquently noted, Indonesia under the New 
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Order was becoming the technological state, a format of state that stands for high 
technology development and political stability, or in other words the advanced version of 
developmental state (Amir, 2013, p. 38). Sources of armament imports were shifting towards 
the Western bloc, notably the United States, United Kingdom, and Germany. Along with 
this orientation shift, President Suharto and his State Minister for Research and 
Technology, B. J. Habibie in the following years began to materialize the vision of making 
Indonesia as high technology and modern nation-state (Shiraishi, 1996). This development 
is linked to the trend of rising bourgeoisie class and conglomerate groups in major cities, 
influx of revenue from oil export in the 1970s-80s, and foreign direct investment in 
Indonesia’s New Order (Robison, 1986). Personally supported by Suharto and equipped 
with massive resources, Habibie had been arranging and implementing a national 
ambitious grand plan to build Indonesian modern technological infrastructure.
Habibie always kept his dream to build Indonesian national aircraft ever since he went 
to Germany to pursue university degree. When he eventually came back to Indonesia and 
appointed by the Suharto as state minister, his dream became more plausible because he 
was given authority and budget to establish the Technology Application and Assessment 
Body or Badan Pengkajian dan Penerapan Teknologi (BPPT), a governmental body to 
coordinate the national research and development process, to foster human resources who 
later will work in technology sector (including sending students study abroad), and to 
manage the supply chain industry (both in public and private area). 
The program of defence industry development was within this scheme. Fully aware that 
it would take several years for Indonesia to develop a strong basic infrastructure and 
human resource aircraft manufacturing, the New Order state then opened up and 
encouraged the opportunity for international cooperation. CASA (Construcciones 
Aeronáuticas, S.A.) from Spain was one of the first foreign companies that worked together 
with Indonesian Aircraft Industry or Industri Pesawat Terbang Nusantara (IPTN), a state-
owned enterprises led by Habibie and specializing in aircraft manufacture. The 
government prepared all the needs of IPTN in setting up the machineries, organizational 
structure, and human resources –including arranging managerial assistance from external 
professional consultant. The result was then IPTN emerged as the biggest companies in 
Indonesia, in terms of asset and number of employees, but not in the number of sales and 
profit (Amir, 2013, pp. 115-118). Accordingly, the rapid institutional development conducted 
by IPTN was a crucial stepping-stone for New Order state to manage the organization of 
defence industry as envisioned by Suharto and Habibie.
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There is no doubt that Habibie had been a central player in the web of strategic 
industries development. He was not only holding prominent position as State Minister of 
Research and Technology but also as Head of BPPT, Executive Director of IPTN and, later 
as Head of Strategic Industry Regulatory Body or Badan Pembina Industri Strategis 
(BPIS).２） Established in 1989, the Indonesian state for the first time in its modern history 
established a kind of one stop shop for national strategic products. BPIS reflected New 
Order's aspiration to develop a formal and comprehensive arrangement for Indonesia's ten 
strategic state-owned enterprises, as follows: 
 1． IPTN (Industri Pesawat Terbang Nusantara, Nusantara Aircraft Industry. Later, 
Dirgantara Indonesia or PT DI): aircraft manufacture, parts and design
 2． PINDAD (Perusahaan Industri Angkatan Darat, Army Industry Company): 
ammunition, small arms, armoured personnel vehicle
 3． PAL (Penataran Angkatan Laut, Naval Upgrading/Naval Industry): ship 
manufacture, repair and maintenance
 4． INKA (Industri Kereta Api Indonesia, Indonesian Train Industry): train 
manufacture, repair and maintenance 
 5． INTI (Industri Telekomunikasi Indonesia, Indonesian Telecommunication 
Industry): telecommunication
 6． LEN (Lembaga Elektronika Nasional, National Electronics Institute): electronics 
 7．Dahana: explosive for commercial industry and military purpose
 8．Krakatau Steel: steel manufacture
 9．Barata Indonesia: heavy equipment
10．Boma Bisma Indra: industrial equipment
Following the wave of monetary crisis that unprecedentedly swept Southeast Asia 
throughout 1997-1998, Indonesian economy deteriorated rapidly (Forrester and May, 1999; 
Crouch, 2010). The value of Indonesian currency, Rupiah (Rp), dropped free fall and left the 
country into devastating situation. Indonesian rate of economic growth plunged onto 
negative 14 per cent in 1998 (Crouch, 2010, p. 19). Looking for a way out, New Order signed 
the letter of intent with International Monetary Fund that restrained the utilization of 
state expenditure to finance high budget program, including the capital flow for national 
defence industry. At this point, the control of the state over strategic industry has 
manifested into minimum control. The industries had to struggle for their existence, and 
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unfortunately it happened with no avail. Major layoffs and skyrocketing debt became the 
main scene during these hard times. 
To minimize the devastating impact of monetary crisis to the strategic industry, Habibie 
–then he was president of Indonesia (1998-1999), replacing Suharto who resigned from the 
office in May 1998- later changed the status of BPIS from governmental institution to 
holding company for the ten defence industries, namely Perseroan Terbatas Bahana 
Pakarya Industri Strategis (PT BPIS). To maintain control –though not as tight as before, 
the state established Council for Strategic Industries (DPIS) in 1999 (Habibie, 2011). 
Unfortunately, this move had not resulted into any fundamental change and productivity 
increase. Instead of operating as normal company that is selling product and making 
profit, PT BPIS was facing financial difficulties due to lack of funding, purchase, and 
procurement program from the state. Part of the structural explanation for this situation 
was because national defence industry has always been relying too much on state support 
for such a long time and, therefore, the industry suffered from the absence of rational 
business calculation, entrepreneurial experience, and inefficiency. This particular 
Indonesian experience shows that heavy-handed feature of defence industry management 
is not always constructive in the long run.  
In 2002, the state decided to take back control over defence industries by dissolving PT 
BPIS and locating them under the coordination of Deputy of Mining, Strategic Industry, 
Energy and Telecommunication, Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises (Kementerian Badan 
Usaha Milik Negara, BUMN). Nonetheless, such move hardly made the situation better. 
Even more worrying, two consecutive presidents during early years of post-Suharto, 
Abdurrahman Wahid (1999-2001) and Megawati Sukarnoputri (2001-2004), were believed to 
perceive national defence industry merely as the New Order’s legacy and burden for newly 
democratic Indonesia. Habibie, once rising star and main architect of New Order's project 
of technological state, complained that the subsequent administrations after his were 
hardly mobilize adequate resources in terms of capital, human development and 
infrastructure in reinvigorating the grand plan of Indonesian technology development 
(Habibie, 2011). No serious effort had been shown by the state to revitalize the development 
of defence industry. In effect, the Indonesian defence industry in the first years of 
Reformasi was mainly in limbo. 
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3. BRING THE STATE BACK IN
The new chapter of Indonesian defence industry begins with long-term vision to 
reinforce national military capability and revitalization of defence industry. This paper 
argues that such vision is motivated by two interrelated factors. First, the growing 
accepted notion in the circle of military officers in Indonesian National Armed Forces or 
Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI) and Defence Ministry that the country desperately in 
need of sophisticated contemporary weaponry system in order to respond and align with 
contemporary security landscape. The existing supplies stored in depot, military airbase 
and naval port are no longer adequate to be deployed in escalating situation and to tackle 
potential adversaries.
Indonesian military has been conducting internal reform since early years of Reformasi 
in mid-1999. Having experienced breakthrough transformation on the role of military in 
political scene, for instances separation of military and police, as well as resignation from 
legislative body, bureaucracy post, and political parties, it is about time for the TNI to move 
the reform agenda further by modernizing and updating the weaponries, and 
professionalizing the personnel. The outline of major military upgrade is explained in 
policy of Minimum Essential Force or Kekuatan Pokok Minimum (MEF). ３） MEF is 
providing guidance of Indonesia's long-term modernization plan in which the development 
of national production, import capacity, transfer technology, and joint-production are the 
core policies of defence industry sector. In addition, several military accidents during 
regular training and operation in the last decade also act as important reminder for 
national defence establishment to take strong measure to prevent similar unfortunate 
events reoccur in the future.  
Second, Indonesia’s positive economic performance throughout Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono's two-period of administration (2004-2014) helped the public as well as private 
sector to expand their economic and development policies. Military expenditure had been 
consistently increasing under Yudhoyono leadership. Though still below the expected 
number, defence ministry and the military were lucky enough having more space to 
allocate extra budget for modernization program. Furthermore, thanks to Indonesia's 
growing reciprocal ties with international counterparts, not to mention the great powers in 
Asia Pacific, the country has also been enjoying various regional arrangement that was 
designed specifically to increase military capability on military operation other than war, 
for instances joint-training on counterterrorism, multinational joint-mission of 
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humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR), joint-patrol of border area, and the 
United Nations peacekeeping operation. This advantage, in turn, have stimulated military 
establishment to support national strategic industries toward producing national cutting-
edge technologies for international mission.
4. THE ROLE OF KKIP
Defence Industry Policy Committee or Komite Kebijakan Industri Pertahanan (KKIP) 
was initially established in accordance with the Presidential Regulation No. 42 Year 2010 
on Defence Industry Policy Committee (or Perpres 42/2010). The regulation set out ground 
rules for a new committee that will lead the revitalization of national strategic industries. 
Both the Perpres 42/2010 and KKIP are critical stepping points because it is for the time in 
modern days of democratic Indonesia in which the state is eventually reclaiming its control 
over defence industries. The following is main responsibility of KKIP, as stipulated by the 
presidential regulation:
 1． Conceptualize strategic national policy on national defence industry, which spans 
from research and development, engineering, financing, and marketing strategy, to 
human resource management and international cooperation
 2． Coordinate the implementation and monitoring of defence industry policy
 3． Manage international cooperation with foreign partners
 4． Monitoring and evaluation.
Here we would take a closer look at the structure of KKIP. The president is appointing 
defence minister as the chairman of the committee, and state-owned affairs minister 
(Badan Usaha Milik Negara or BUMN) as the co-chair. Helping the chairman on daily 
operation, deputy defence minister is then assigned as the committee's secretary. Other 
related ministries and state officials, notably TNI, Indonesian National Police (Kepolisian 
Negara Republik Indonesia, Polri), industry ministry, and research and development 
ministry are members of KKIP (Perpres 42/2010, article 4). If situation permits, the 
committee is allowed to recruit additional personnel from other ministerial department, 
private institution, and civil society (including academia and expert) to arrange working 
groups for specific issues. KKIP holds regular meeting at least once every three-month, but 
it can be expanded depending on the situation. Finally, head of KKIP, the defence minister, 
has to report every progress or problem encountered by the committee to the president. 
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Accordingly, the authority of defence minister then heavily represents control of state on 
strategic industries.     
Following the establishment of KKIP, new upcoming regulation was seen on the horizon 
to further govern Indonesian defence industry sector. President Yudhoyono was 
announcing the Law on Defence Industry No. 16 Year 2012 (hereinafter Law 16/2012), 
interestingly on TNI's 67th anniversary, October 5th 2012. Many have anticipated the 
regulation, for it provides legal basis for modern practice of defence acquisition and 
production and, foremost, as rule of the game among the industrial players. Probably it is 
not exaggerating to say that Law on Defence Industry is a breath of fresh air as it signifies 
a new era in which presents a window of opportunity for military to finally acquire cutting-
edge technologies. 
New regulation gives KKIP greater role and strength. According to the Law on Defence 
Industry, KKIP is "a committee that represents the government in coordinating the 
national policy of defence industry planning, implementation, monitoring and 
synchronization" (article 1). Moreover, formulation and evaluation of national defence 
industry policy are embedded within KKIP function as well, as stipulated in article 20. 
Compared to previous arrangement, Perpres 42/2010, KKIP is given much substantial and 
broader responsibilities by the new arrangement. As for now, president is the chair of 
KKIP, while defence minister still has tremendous responsibilities as managing director 
(ketua harian). The followings are KKIP's major responsibilities according to new 
regulation:
 1． Formulate strategic national policy on defence industry sector, includes a long- and 
middle-term defence industry main plan４）
 2． Coordinate  the implementation and monitoring of defence industry
 3． Manage international cooperation in order to enhance and develop national 
defence industry
 4． Synchronize the specification of weapon system needed by the user and the 
supplier's capacity 
 5． Determine the standard of defence industry
 6． Formulate sustainable funding policy scheme for defence industry
 7． Regulate export and import policy of defence products
 8． Periodically monitor and evaluate the implementation of defence industry policy 
As the responsibility grows, so does the KKIP's member composition and resources 
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mobilization. Adding to four ministerial-level institutions from Perpres 42/2010, there are 
five additional members to strengthen the governance of defence industry, namely 
education ministry, communication and information ministry, finance ministry, head of 
National Development Planning Agency (Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional, or 
Bappenas) and –last but not least- foreign affairs ministry (Law 16/2012 article 22). It is 
interesting to see how the KKIP has been expanding from limited coordinating body that is 
initially chaired by defence minister to become high level inter-ministerial agency led by 
president. Next, we would like to discuss this change and its implication.
However, before talking about new structure and mandates of KKIP –and, later, 
appreciate the novelty of this committee in Indonesia, it is interesting to discuss the 
organization of defence ministry -as chair of KKIP (according to Perpres 42/2010) and, then, 
managing director (Law 16/2012)- and how it influences the orientation of KKIP as public 
venture. First, despite continuous effort to increase the number of civil officers within the 
defence ministry and, therefore, professionalize the business conduct of KKIP, the ministry 
is still dominated by uniformed officers, particularly in high-echelon post (Sukadis, 2016, 
pp. 17-18). This situation has contributed to institutional inertia. KKIP –constituted by 
civilian bureaucrats and private elements in favour of change and progressive business 
expansion- has to encounter politico-structural constraint in terms of staffing. With such 
military-dominated representation, human security-driven aspiration is at risk. Instead, it 
is likely that the committee reinforces the traditional notion of national security that 
highly values state security. 
Under the new Law on Defence Industry, KKIP is substantially up-graded as new 
institution. The detail is further articulated in Presidential Regulation on Organization, 
Procedure and Secretariat of KKIP No. 59 Year 2013 (hereinafter Perpres 59/2013). Apart 
from what is already stated in the Law on Defence Industry, notably about main 
responsibilities and membership of KKIP, Perpres 59/2013 is then authorizing defence 
minister, as KKIP managing director, to form expert team and operational team. Defence 
minister has full control over the appointment of these team members, in which the 
minister can choose individual either from public or private sector. These recruits are 
working as the operator who manages the day-to-day activities of the committee. They are 
recruited based on their experience, knowledge, and network in the field of defence 
industry.
Expert team and operational team have different task and responsibility. Expert team is 
expected to give suggestion and recommendation to the managing director about, among 
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others, what policy should be pursued by KKIP and how it will be implemented. 
Meanwhile, the operational team is responsible in managing KKIP's six divisions. To 
understand KKIP decision-making process, we should look at the function and mandate of 
each division according to Perpres 59/2013 article 11: 
 1． Planning division is responsible in formulating the defence industry main plan 
and needs assessment
 2． Technology-transfer and offset division have to maximize the benefits Indonesia 
can obtain from export-import transactions
 3． Research and development, engineering and standardization division is established 
to coordinate and synchronize R&D and engineering activity in national level. 
Moreover, this division is responsible to assess the quality of weapon products
 4． Marketing and cooperation division is working on the conceptualization and 
coordination of marketing strategy on national defence products and opportunity 
for international cooperation
 5． Finance division is responsible in finding suitable financing mechanism for 
development of national defence products in long-term
 6． Legal division is concerned with the formulation and synchronization of KKIP 
program with existing national law and regulation
We can see how the KKIP is designed in a holistic way and involving multiple 
stakeholders from various backgrounds, presenting stark contrast to previous 
arrangement. The Strategic Industry Regulatory Body (BPIS), established in New Order 
period and led by one of most loyal Suharto's disciple, Habibie, was primarily designed to 
prepare Indonesia entering new era of technological state, in which the New Order state –
manifested in the personal power of Suharto- was singlehandedly controlling the 
development process, owing to the 1970s' oil boom. In addition, another salient different is 
the changing orientation, or locus of coordination, from research and technology ministry 
in New Order era to the defence ministry in Reformasi era. This particular shift came into 
sight throughout second period of Yudhoyono administration (2009-2014). 
The changes could be explained in several ways. First, the Habibie factor. Despite the 
fact that Habibie was the president who initiated, among others, press freedom and release 
of political prisoners, in the early days of Reformasi –or as some might argue champion of 
democracy, many still remember his strong adherence towards Suharto; he had been 
constantly portrayed as New Order apparatus. Moreover, Habibie's approach in defence 
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industry governance, a top-down, state-centre, and personalized approach in managing 
national strategic assets, is considered as legacy of old establishment, and no longer 
popular among current stakeholders. Second, the Yudhoyono factor. As retired military, it 
comes natural if he feels more connection with defence ministry and armed forces 
headquarter. Nonetheless, acknowledging the importance of research and scientific 
exploration, Yudhoyono had never been entirely excluded the R&D ministry from the main 
channel of defence industry development. Indeed, R&D ministry is member of KKIP and, 
in practice, has been proactively arranging partnership with the national military. Third, 
the transformation of KKIP is displaying the state's adaptation to focus directly on defence 
and military products for national armed forces rather than previous approach, as shown 
by the case of the IPTN (commercial aircraft manufacturing), in which the production of 
civilian-commercial commodity was the basis for strategic industries. 
In the new scheme of strategic industry arrangement according to Law on Defence 
Industry, defence minister is taking prominent role as managing director and in charge of 
KKIP daily operation; meanwhile state-owned enterprises minister is deputy managing 
director responsible to translate the KKIP’s mandates into workable and specific program. 
Thus, in essence KKIP has been transformed into a coordinating body for both public and 
private sector in building an integrated national defence industry and improving military 
capability –with defence minister at its centre. 
The government has set specific target and timeline to be followed by the committee. 
First and foremost, Indonesia’s defence-military acceleration program is consisting of three 
phases, namely minimum essential force (2015-2019), transitional essential force (2020-
2024), and ideal essential force (2025-2029) (Yusgiantoro, 2014). To fulfil these national 
targets and help other stakeholders appreciate the role and position taken by the 
government, KKIP is setting up four developmental phases for national defence industry 
revitalization. 
In the first phase (2010-2014), KKIP will establish the infrastructure and fundamentals 
needed for reviving defence industry, notably managing the capital stimulus from the state 
to defence industry, and preparing national regulation.５） Next, in second phase (2015-2019), 
KKIP will focus in supporting the fulfilment of minimum essential force, increasing the 
national capability for joint-production with foreign partners, and developing new weapon 
system -whether via joint-R&D with international counterparts or fully manufactured by 
national industry. In third phase (2020-2024), KKIP set the priority for the growth of 
national industries and international cooperation. Furthermore, the committee will focus 
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on the development of military essential force; as suggested earlier, by the year of 2024 
Indonesian armed forces should already have the deterrent capability against potential 
and emerging foreign threats. Last phase (2025-2029), KKIP will retrospectively evaluate 
accomplishment and downfall of defence industry governance in Indonesia. At this point, 
the industry should already establish proper infrastructure and acquire advanced skills to 
increase production capacity and organizational capability. Holding such prominent and 
strong position, the committee is expected to continually improve Indonesia's defence 
industries performance and national R&D.    
Up until now the Indonesian state has just finished the first phase of defence industry 
program (2010-2014). Along with other stakeholders, KKIP was constantly trying to 
synchronize and initiate new way of managing defence industry. In this sense, we might 
argue that the Law on Defence Industry is by far major accomplishment of the committee. 
KKIP was providing open space to share and exchange information among stakeholders 
that eventually helps the government and parliament to finalize the law. Indeed, the 
committee has been proactively positioning itself as a hub or connector between public and 
private sector. 
However, there are three more phases to go –fifteen years, and the question worth to ask 
is whether the modernization program would succeed in rearming the Indonesian state.  It 
is hard, not to say impossible, to predict the later outcome of Indonesia's ambitious plan on 
defence industry governance, minding the unstable nature of political and economic 
development in post-colonial society such as Indonesia. Nonetheless, by looking through 
our earlier discussion on history of strategic industries in New Order era, and then moving 
on to contemporary narrative of KKIP, we could provide critical thoughts about what might 
hamper, or even totally obstruct, the orchestrated effort of defence industry revitalization 
in Indonesia. 
The newly appointed president of Indonesia, Joko "Jokowi" Widodo (2014), promised to 
accelerate the action plan on defence industry set by his predecessor. "We will build 
national defence industries, minimize import, and diversify defence cooperation with 
foreign counterparts" (p. 14). The following discussion on weaknesses of KKIP could be 
treated as an important reminder for the current administration on the complexity of 
defence industry governance.   
By closely reading the document of KKIP and understanding the background of the 
stated objectives, we could identity three interrelated problems. First, it appears that the 
policy of defence industry development is a carte blanche due to the absence of common 
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indicator to monitor and evaluate the outcome. The existing document provides little 
information regarding specific assessment tools to be used by the public to determine –if 
possible- whether the committee of defence industry policy has accomplished its goals or 
not. Without clear and well-defined achievement, KKIP in the long run could possibly be 
managed in a business-as-usual way. 
Second, regulation failed to include reward and punishment mechanism. Accordingly, the 
actors involved in the process might argue that the development of national defence 
industry is risky business -it involves massive capital and resources- and therefore 
uncertainty or risk of failure always on the horizon. However, reminding at how vital the 
defence sector is, the state shall acknowledge the role of reward and sanction system in 
creating competitive condition for related actors to work professionally and efficiently as a 
team. In the same vein, RSIS’s policy report (2013) suggested a legal enforcement 
mechanism to ensure policy implementation, quoted as follows: 
 A reward and punishment system to ensure enforcement and adherence to the law, 
considering the possibility that stakeholders may exploit current loopholes in article 
43 or the law, allowing stakeholders to disregards the offset mechanism or allow 
them to buy from foreign countries instead of local industries. (pp. 8-9)
Third, a militarized defence ministry may harm defence industry governance. If in New 
Order era, state control was manifested in the personal leadership of Suharto and his 
apparatus, current arrangement could possibly fall to the same pattern if defence minister, 
as managing director of KKIP, fails to minimize the influence of uniformed officers 
internally. As mentioned earlier, active officers are appointed in defence ministry’s 
strategic post, suggesting persistent military effort to regain political privileges in 
contemporary defence policy-making. 
On a side note, it is important to mention about the (in)effectiveness and degree of 
influence of KKIP in managing and coordinating the defence industry revitalization 
project. It appears worrying that the end user of defence product, in this case the armed 
forces, could politically refute the recommendation made by civilian. This, in effect, could 
undermine the established government’s chain of coordination and disharmonize the 
already fragile Indonesian civil-military relations. Recent controversy of the air force’s 
decision to choose helicopter Agusta Westland AW-101 instead of EC 725 Cougar for 
supporting Jokowi’s presidential activities is a case in point –later this plan was postponed 
(Gunawan and Mahaztra, 2016, p. 179).   
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CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to shed light on the current Indonesia’s approach in revitalising 
national defence industries. A set of new policy was introduced by post-New Order 
administration, from presidential regulation (perpres) to national law (undang-undang), to 
arrange realistic and comprehensive development plan. Driver of the process is the 
Defence Industry Policy Committee or Komite Kebijakan Industri Pertahanan (KKIP).
Indonesia illustrates an interesting case study of state-led defence industry in 
developing country. Indonesia had experienced authoritarian rule during New Order (1966-
1998) in which strategic-defence industry was locus of the regime's exercise of power. State 
deployed substantial resources and political support for engineers –the technocrat elites- to 
build necessary infrastructure and to conduct international cooperation. One study even 
argues Indonesia on these years was technically a technological state. Control of defence 
industry was hold by the Strategic Industry Regulatory Body (BPIS). 
Indonesia’s technological state suddenly collapsed following the monetary crisis struck 
Southeast Asia in 1997-98, and President Suharto resigned. Accordingly, the Indonesian 
political landscape changed gradually as the country was entering new era of democracy. 
First administrations of Reformasi era, namely Abdurrahman Wahid (1999-2001) and 
Megawati Sukarnoputri (2001-2004), seems reluctant to recharge the strategic industries 
due to national economic constraint and negative public perception upon the project as 
New Order legacy. 
Aspiration to revive national defence industry only began to emerge in Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono period (2004-2014). The state initially established KKIP in 2010. Then, in the 
following years, in order to strengthen KKIP, several regulations were introduced and 
designed specifically to achieve two inter-related objectives, namely modernizing 
Indonesian military and developing national defence industry. The president is leading the 
committee and helped by defence minister as managing director.
The paper concludes that the condition of defence industry sector has been promising yet 
fragile. Problem lies at the regulation deficiencies and committee structure. Regulation has 
failed to provide a clear and well-defined standard of achievements for KKIP. Moreover, 
there is no reward and punishment mechanism to ensure that the system will effectively 
work as mandated by national law. In addition, the presence of considerable active officers 
in defence ministry would risk alter the initial rationale of KKIP. Instead of creating a 
diverse and inter-ministerial committee towards revitalisation of national defence industry, 
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it demonstrates a form of military politics. However, despite such weaknesses the 
establishment of KKIP has been a good sign for national effort in rebuilding national 
defence manufacture. Continuing political support from post-New Order administration, 
which began from Yudhoyono to current Jokowi, and positive economic growth, both could 
eventually boost the advancement of such grand project, and leading the country towards 
new era of high-technology society.
NOTES
１） For instance, it is interesting to mention how the development of aircraft industry in Taiwan was 
initially pushed by the emerging military threat from People’s Republic of China, see Pei-Leen Liu 
(2014).
２） Mar’ie Muhammad, former finance minister, in his op-ed in national newspaper in 2003 discussing 
the Indonesian strategic industries cynically mentioned Habibie as super minister, see 
Muhammad (2003).
３） See Attachment of Regulation of Defense Minister No. 19 Year 2012 on Synchronization of 
Minimum Essential Force (Lampiran Peraturan Menteri Pertahanan Republik Indonesia Nomor 
19 Tahun 2012 tentang Kebijakan Penyelarasan Minimum Essential Force Komponen Utama).
４） Long-term defense industry main plan has to be submitted to People’s Representative Council 
(Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat/DPR).
５） Law on Defence Industry No. 16 Year 2012 (Undang-undang No. 16 Tahun 2012 tentang Industri 
Pertahanan) is the result of KKIP’s work in the first phase, 2010-2014. 
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